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Abstract. In this paper, we study certain properties of the group ring of a

nilpotent group which are related to commutativity and conjugation. We estab-

lish some relations involving conjugates of the elements of the group ring; these

relations are then used to get a better understanding of torsion in abelian-by-

nilpotent groups; we shall see notably that given any action of a nilpotent group

N on an abelian group A , then the set of torsion elements of A with respect

to the action of N is actually a subgroup of A .

In nilpotent (or even locally nilpotent) groups, torsion elements always form

a subgroup; moreover, a nilpotent group can only have multiple roots (x" = y"

with x ^ y) if it has torsion elements. In both cases, the situation is quite

different if we drop the nilpotency assumption; one can find in [7] an appropriate

setting for the study of these questions.

Groups with unique roots as well as groups in which roots exist for each

element have been extensively studied in the literature. Baumslag [1,2] studied

extensively those concepts in relation notably with wreath products, hence with

group extensions. On the other hand, for any fixed set of prime numbers co,
Kuz'min showed in [6] that any metabelian <7w-group (xn = y" with n £ co

implies x = y) could be embedded in a metabelian Dw-group (x i-> x" is a

bijection whenever n £ co).

Let us denote by P = P(co) the set of prime numbers complementary to
co. We were able to obtain a new proof of Kuz'min's result by showing that

given any extension A ^~> G -» B with A and B abelian and G a Uw-group,

it is possible to embed G in the quotient of AP I BP (the wreath product

of the P-localizations of A and B) by its w-torsion subgroup (the minimal

normal subgroup with a Z)w-quotient). We used the idea beautifully developed

by Bludov and Medvedev [3] in their completion of ordered metabelian groups

as well as results to be found in [1, 2]. By trying (unsuccessfully) to adapt

the same proof to the abelian-by-nilpotent situation, we obtained the results

contained in this paper which, we believe, are interesting by themselves.

Let us first introduce some notation and terminology.

• We denote as usual by R[B] the group ring, where R is any commutative

ring with a unity element and B is an arbitrary group.
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. We define n(x) £ Z[B] by

n-\

n(x) = y^ x' = 1 + x -I-hx"-1.

(=0

• We denote by Sa(B) the multiplicative subset of Z[B] generated by those

«(x)'swith n an w-number (all prime factors in co). SW(B) thus consists of all

finite products nx(xx)n2(x2) ■ ■ ■ nk(xk) with nx,n2,...,nk being a>-numbers

and xx, x2, ... , xk £ B .
• When the group B is acting on an abelian group A , that is, when A is

a Z[fi]-module, we set RW(A) = {a £ A\as = 1,56 SW(B)}; the elements of

RW(A) can then be seen [4] as the w-torsion elements of A with respect to the

action of B (or Z[B]).

• Since any a £ R[B] can be written uniquely as a finite sum a — J2i=i rj x,

with all r, 's ^ 0 and all x, 's £ B different, it makes sense to define

supp(a) = {xj\i = 1, 2, ... , k, in the above expression}

and then

Gr(a) =   (x £ B\x £ supp(a)),

the subgroup of B generated by   supp(a); if a, ft £ R[B], we also define

Gr(a, /?) = (x £ B\x £ supp(a) or x £ supp(/?)).

• If a £ R[B] and yx, ... , y„ £ B, we define

aS(yi ,...,yn) = aytayi ...aVn = (y-xayx)(y-xay2) ■ ■ ■ (y-xayn);

note that
aS{y\ ,-,yn)aS(zi,...,zm) _ aS(yt,...,y„,z, ,...,zm) .

however, in general, as^x'y^ ^ aS(>,'x) even if x and y commute.

Theorem 1. Let B be a nilpotent group and R a commutative ring with unity

element. Take a, fi £ R[B]. If Gr(a) is abelian, then there exist zx, ... , zk £

Gr(a, P) and S £ R[B] satisfying

pas^.z^=aS.

Proof. We use an induction on nil(Gr(a, /?)), the nilpotency class of Gr(a, B).

If Gr(a, fi) is abelian, then fia = aft and the theorem is then obviously

satisfied by taking k = 1, Zi = 1, and 6 — ft .
We shall now assume that the result is true whenever nil(C7r(a, fi)) = m and

consider the case where nil(Gr(a, /?)) = m + 1. This step will be proven by

another induction as we shall now see.

Suppose that fi = nxyx-\-h ntyt. We certainly have

(iay> =(nxyx)ay> + f^«,y/jay' = a(nxyx) + (P - nxyx)ay'.

Assume that we have found zx, z2, ... , zkl £ Gr(a, p) and <5i £ R[B] such
that

(1) paS(zt,...,z^) = ^ +(p_ ,myi + ... + n._ly._l))aS(zi,...,zkl)
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for some j, 2 < j < t. It suffices to show that we can go one step further

and obtain a similar formula for j' + 1; this process will of course lead to the

desired result (when j + I = t).

Set a* = ay>  and p* = aS{z>.Zk\\   Clearly,  Gr(a*)  is abelian; on the

other hand, ys■, zx, ... , zkl £ Gr(a, P) and Gr(a*, /?*) is generated by el-

ements of the form xy with x £ Gr(a) and y £ Gr(a, P); it follows that

nil(Gr(a*, /?*)) < m since Gr(a) is abelian, Gr(a*, /?*) is contained in the

product of Gr(a) by the commutator subgroup of Gr(a, P), and nil(C7r(a, /?))

= m+l. Applying the induction hypothesis to a* and /?*, we find cox, co2, ...,

cokl £ Gr(a*, p*)    (< Gr(a, fi)) and d2 e R[B] such that

p*(a*)S{aH'~'w^ = a*d2,

that is,

(2) aS(zt,...,zkx)ayjS(wt,...,<okl) _ ayjdi

or aS(z.>z*i .%•• -.»•»») = ay>82 .

Combining (1) and (2), we get

paS{zt,...,zk] ,yja>i,...,yJWk2) _ oaS(zi,...,zkx)aS{yjai,...,yl(okl)

= adiaS(*ai.-«"»») + (fi- (nxyx +■■■ + nj^xyj.x))ay^2

= aSiaSiy'(0i'-'yim^ + n)yjay>82 + (fi - (nxyx + ■■■ + njyj))ay<S2

= a(Sla?(*Wl—»l*J + njyjd2) + (fi - (nxyx +■■■ + njyj))ay'd2.

If we set r53 = dlaS{y*Ul>"'yJ'°'<2) + njyjS2 and zkx+i = yjCOj (1 < i < k2), we

thus obtain

paS(zt,...,zk{+h) _ Q(j3 + ,p _ (niyi + ... + n.y.^aS(zt,...,zkx+kl)

which proves the theorem.

Corollary 1. Let B and R be as above and a, fi £ R[B]. Suppose that

a = axa2---a„ with the Gr(aj)'s abelian (i = 1, ... , n). Then there exist

z.,i, ... , zx<k] , z2,i, ... , z2tkl, ... , Zn,kn £B and S £ R[B] such that

fiaSl{Zl-l'-'Zl-k')aS2{Z2A'-'Z2^)---aSn{z->'-'Z-k")=aS.

Proof. Since Gr(ax) is abelian, the theorem shows that we can write

n    S(zt   i ,..., Zt ik.) ~
fiax =axSx.

We then have Sx a2 2I" 2 *2 = 02^2 by applying the theorem another time

since Gr(a2) is abelian. After n steps, we obtain the desired result.

This corollary specializes to an interesting result about the factorisation of

the elements of SW(B) in the integral group ring Z[B] of the nilpotent group
B.

Corollary 2. Let Z[B] be the integral group ring of the nilpotent group B. Take

fi £ Z[B] and s £ Sm(B). There exist s £ S^B) and 8 £ Z[B] such that
Ps = sd. In other terms, SW(B) is a right Ore set in the ring Z[B] (see [5,
Chapter 9]).

Proof. Every s £ S(o(B) is a finite product of terms of the form x(n) = 1 +

x + x2 H-h x"~x. Since Gr(x(n)) is the cyclic group generated by x £ B, it
is abelian and Corollary 1 applies.
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The following result is now a consequence of [5, Lemma 9.3], but we shall

include the proof for completion.

Theorem 2. Let B be a nilpotent group and A a Z[B]-module. Then the set

RW(A) = {a e A\as = 1, s £ Sm(B)} of all co-torsion elements of A with respect

to the action of B forms a submodule.

Proof. Let us take ax, a2 £ A satisfying a\' = 1 and a2 — 1 where sx, s2 £

SW(B). We must show that there exists 5 e SW(B) such that (axa2x)s = 1, but

by Corollary 2 we know that there exist y £ Sa,(B) and 3 £ Z[B] such that

s2y = sx8. It thus follows that

(axa2x)w = of • (a2x)™ = of7 = af = 1.

Let A >-* G -+> B be a group extension with A abelian and B an arbitrary

Uw-group. The co-torsion subgroup TW(G) is then the union of an ascending

family i?, of submodules of A; namely, set Ro = {1} and define JR, induc-

tively as the submodule of A generated by those a £ A such that as £ Rj-X

for some 5 £ Sm(B). Now, in the special case when the group B is nilpotent,

we have, by Theorem 2, the following result:

Corollary 3.   T^G) = Rx = RW(A).
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